AS Logistics was founded in 2003 and is a privately-owned shipping and logistics company located at Kabul, Afghanistan, having it’s regional office in United Arab Emirates. The company has offices in all major crossing points of Afghanistan where hundreds well-trained and experienced professionals dedicate their time in delivering the best services to AS Logistics clients throughout Afghanistan. AS Logistics has regional offices in Mazar, Kandahar, Jalalabad, Shirkhan Bandar, Hairaton, to name a few. AS Logistics specialize in inbound cargo from Asia to the Afghanistan and vice-versa.

AS Logistics has a proven track record of providing great customer service along with excellent overland freight and air freight rates. We specialize in moving ocean or air freight to or from any location in Asia and across the globe to Afghanistan. Through our global network of partners, we can provide full set of services in ocean transportation, air cargo transportation, break-bulk shipping, warehousing and distribution, international moving, cargo insurance, and tracking and tracing along with array of other services.

AS Logistics is an international forwarder specialized in air transportation forwarding your shipments destined to Afghanistan. Our well trained and experienced team strives to find the most cost-effective solutions to forward your freight by air. By using our international network and relations we make sure our clients have the best forwarding solutions for their cargo. AS Logistics has been providing time-definite domestic and international air freight services to satisfied customers. Our internal expertise and relationships with all major air carriers is unparalleled in the marketplace.

Due to the sensitivity and time pressures involved in airfreight, we develop comprehensive airfreight service plans tailored to meet the customers’ specific requirements.
**OCEAN FREIGHT**

When it comes to sea freight, you can’t afford to risk unnecessary delays or massive cost overruns – you need an international sea freight forwarder with the experience, knowledge and industry relationships to manage. Ocean transport is one of the key factors for strong Afghanistan supply chain management especially via Pakistan and Iran. As one of the leading ocean freight forwarders in the region, we offer efficient sea freight solutions customized to customer’s needs.

We have the experience, infrastructure and facilities to deliver superior ocean freight service. Handling almost any size shipment, from less-than-container loads, full container loads, special equipment, and oversized cargo, our ocean freight services can help you deliver to and from major ports to Afghanistan.

**CUSTOMS BROKERAGE**

AS Logistics is widely recognized as one of the leading customs clearing agency in Afghanistan. AS Logistics has long-standing professional relationships with government agencies and this hard earned and privileged status delivers a distinct advantage when it comes to negotiating difficult consignments and dealing with the challenges of bureaucratic procedures in Afghanistan, Pakistan and CIS countries. At AS Logistics, we track and coordinate all phases of the customs clearance process for all ports of entry (POE) into Afghanistan.

AS Logistics can obtain / facilitate for all importers / exporters who are entitled to tax-exemption to obtain Maafinama (Tax-Exemption Certificate) for their inbound and outbound cargos. AS Logistics, in compliance with customs guidelines, offers its customers information and proper guidance on Maafinama application filing in accordance to BSA agreements and other national and international agreements enacted by the Afghan government. We maintain direct lines of communication with Afghan Customs and Revenue (CRD) and other government agencies to ensure shipments are classified correctly and paperwork is processed in a timely fashion.
**MULTIMODAL TRANSPORTATION**

Multi-Modal Transportation is a complicated and challenging project when it comes to Afghanistan, but our experience and network of reliable partners will provide you with the best multi-modal services. AS Logistics offers efficient multimodal and intermodal transportation options for shipments that require a combination of air, road, rail or ocean transport. Our logistics specialists can help you plan and track your intermodal shipment to help you save money, reduce transit time and increase your shipment’s security.

AS Logistics offers an unparalleled road service that ensures your freight reaches its destination with the utmost efficiency and speed.

We offer Full Truckload (FTL), Less-Than-Truckload (LTL), Flatbed, Intermodal and Specialty freight shipping options to both domestic and international clients. With a wide variety of AS Logistics-owned trucks, trailers and containers, we can help you manage your most sensitive high-value, oversized and generator-supported shipments. With an entire fleet of company-owned assets (trucks), we are prepared to handle any scale of transportation need including over-sized industrial shipments, intricate medical and telecommunications equipment. Each of our truck comes standard with tarps, padding, straps, chains, wood dunnage and/ or required with ITVs /GPS tracking devices.

---

**PROJECT CARGO LOGISTICS**

Project cargo is a complex field within the freight forwarding industry that involves heavy equipment shipping and moving project materials to work sites or construction facilities. Managing heavy lift projects requires special expertise, care and detailing. We have built a formidable reputation in Project Cargo Logistics and heavy lift shipments with our dedicated operations team who have a thorough understanding of handling such cargo. Over the years, we have managed several high-value project cargoes, offering our customers world-class Project Cargo services at minimum costs.

We supply project logistics services to customers involved in the construction and supply of industrial projects, whatever their role - project owner, contractor or supplier. AS Logistics provides professional project logistics services catering to large-scale and complex industrial projects. Our dedicated team of professionals consists of well-trained project specialist and long-experienced operations managers. We treat each single project as a unique assignment with special attention to every detail, from design, planning, to execution and delivery.
SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

AS Logistics is a comprehensive supply chain management company providing transportation, warehousing, freight forwarding and project management services to a variety of global industries. Effective supply chain management means delivering seamless and integrated solutions that bring tangible results to cost-efficiency, customer satisfaction and bottom-line results. We employ a robust global network and a strong partnership with leading booking agencies around the world, allowing us to provide cost-effective consolidation services for our multi-national customers. We also support you with customs brokerage and declarations, inspection, quality control and sorting, providing maximum levels of safety and protection for your freight.

AS Logistics provides scalable project-based solutions for clients in a number of industries. Our strategic footprint, distribution network and resource pool allow us to offer global supply chain solutions to clients with unique transportation, warehousing and distribution needs. Our logistics analysts and engineers evaluate shipping routes and timelines to model and design a custom logistics plan to fit your unique supply chain needs.

3PL LOGISTICS SOLUTIONS

We are a Third Party Logistics provider, offering supply chain solutions including multi-modal transportation, customs clearance, and door deliveries. Comprehensive service takes on a whole new meaning when your business partners with AS Logistics as your 3PL service provider. When your business needs every aspect of moving goods through the supply chain handled, AS Logistics is more than just a third-party logistics solution. We serve as your all-in-one logistics partner, actively analyzing your supply chain to identify opportunities for improved cost savings, risk managements and end-to-end efficiency.

While many 3PL companies don’t own or manage equipment or inventory, AS Logistics is an asset-based global transportation company with an extensive 3PL partner network. We provide world-class international freight services through strategic partnerships with the transportation industry’s top carriers.
REVERSE LOGISTICS

Following more than a decade of war, a deliberate retrograde, reset, redeployment, redistribution and disposal process began in 2012 to move tens of thousands of pieces of military equipment out of Afghanistan. We are involved for the past several years in support of the massive retrograde, redeployment, redistribution and disposal mission out of Afghanistan for US Military, NATO and ISAF missions. Our team is well aware of all the requisite formalities for the Retrograde cargo from Afghanistan.

We are well aware the very steps of the procedure at Retrograde Transportation and can provide to our respected customer personalized service for their retrograde needs, including, Loading/Lashing, Packing, BCM (Border Crossing Memo) Clearance, DDD (Disinfection, disinsection and deratization) Clearance & Maafinama Certificate / Customs and Border Clearance at BCP – Border Crossing Point, as well as Ag-wash and maintenance for the Armored Vehicles inside Afghanistan.

CIS LOGISTICS SERVICES

Afghanistan also borders Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Tajikistan so alternate supply routes, termed the Northern Distribution Network, exist to move supplies into Afghanistan through these countries. There are several different routes included in the Northern Distribution Network. We are a strong, experienced and ambitious team of professionals focused in transportation of construction and supply materials to Afghanistan using Northern Distribution Network. We are the experts on NDN/KKT routes to Afghanistan and back with retrograde. We provide a full logistics and transportation services with direct control and management from the moment of loading until delivery, including terminal handling at the port; customs and transit operations and formalities; insurance; customs clearance and tax exemption in Afghanistan.

WAREHOUSING SERVICES

In addition to our full service such as 3PL services, trucking and customs clearance services throughout Afghanistan, we offer warehousing and storage yard services as well. In today’s challenging and competitive market, a good warehousing is the key to success for any business.

AS Logistics offers secure yard facilities at all major points in Afghanistan. Our warehouses are among the safest places to deposit your goods backed by round-the-clock security guards. All goods are properly protected so that they can remain in our warehouse for as long as the customer deems necessary.
**CARGO INSURANCE**

As the saying goes: “IT’S BETTER TO BE SAFE THAN SORRY”, Cargo Insurance is essential for businesses engaging in war zone areas such as Afghanistan. Cargo Insurance covers loss and/or damage of cargo while it is in transit between the points of origin and final destination.

We will play a go-between role as an insurance broker, carrier or underwriter. Coverage is purchased through reputable Insurance company based in Afghanistan, Pakistan and other regions and is subject to the terms and conditions of the insurance policy arranged by the insurance underwriters. AS LOGISTICS is committed to help you in providing insurance services to protect your cargo while in transit and reach safely to your desired destination.

**IOR / EOR SERVICES**

AS Logistics offer niche trade compliance solutions for Afghanistan trade compliance and logistics support. By using our IOR / EOR Services you’ll be able to have your goods in & out of the country without worrying about the costs, hassles and paperwork, allowing you to focus on growing your business. As your IOR/EOR service provider, AS Logistics will act as your Legal representative at importing Country for Imports and Exporter for Exports. Our IOR (importer of record) services allow you to legally import into Afghanistan; regardless of your customer’s or company’s legal status; it also legally protects your company as our company act as your customs broker, freight forwarder, and importer.

**WHY AS LOGISTICS**

AS Logistics have been providing top quality service in respective marketplaces for many years, so we bring to the table an unparalleled level of expertise. With full staffs skilled in all aspects of forwarding and logistics, our team are ready to meet and exceed your important requirements.

**Working with AS Logistics offers many advantages:**

☑ Experts in LCL, FCL, and Air.
☑ Representation in all major ports worldwide.
☑ One-Stop Shop - Full Service (including customs clearance, documentation, delivery etc).
☑ We have our own warehouses and parking yard facilities, along with our own fleet of trucks.
☑ We have long history of offering value-added freight forwarding solutions for our worldwide customer base with the vision to aggressively develop a powerful global network.
☑ We offer comparatively low overland, ocean and air freight rates. We offer the most competitive rates with high standard of efficiency handled in an efficient and timely manner.
☑ We carry out the constant control over safety and location of a cargo at all stages of logistics.
☑ Every employee of our company is a professional and we care about our reputation and trust of our customers.
☑ We have a wide experience obtained for many years in logistics-forwarding business.
☑ Branches in almost all major Entry Points of Afghanistan.
☑ We have a robust global logistics network; a dedicated network that picks up and delivers when and where you need it. Worldwide network of operations in Middle East, Gulf, CIS, USA, Europe, UK, Far East, Africa, Australia and ports in North America and South America. We work only with the most reliable partners and the networks who have been checked up for many years of cooperation.
AFGHANISTAN

CONTACT US

**AS Logistics Corporate Head Office:**
House # 34, Street # 15,
Wazir Akbar Khan, Kabul, Afghanistan
Phone: +93 (0) 790000021
Email: info@asl-af.com

**Satellite Office:**
Street # 1, Charahi Mahbas,
12th district, Kabul, Afghanistan
Phone: +93 (0) 780000021
Email: operations@asl-af.com

**AS Logistics FZE UAE:**
Suite # 713, 7th Floor, C1 Building, AFZA,
United Arab Emirate
Phone: (+971) 562600021
Email: ajmal@asl-af.com

**Kabul Operations Office:**
Sarak-e-Naw, Bagram, Jalalabad Main Road, Kabul Industrial Zone, Kabul
Phone: +93 (0)790000075
Email: operations@asl-af.com

GLOBAL NETWORKS

- Pakistan
- UAE
- Iraq
- USA
- UK
- India
- Iran
- Tajikistan
- Kazakhstan
- China
- Georgia
- Netherlands
- Germany
- Sri Lanka
- Hong Kong
- Thailand

www.asl-af.com